The X-34 hypersonic
INTRODUCTION
The X-34 vehicle is to be capable of hypersonic flight (Mach 8) In addition, the system is used to fill the propellant tanks prior to flight and remove residuals after flight. The general layout of much of the X-34 MPS within the X-34 vehicle is presented in Figure  1 .
Figure 2 is an abbreviated MPS schematic. LOX is stored in two compartmentalized tanks. The LOX vent is connected to the forward end of the front LOX tank. The LOX dump/fill/drain system is connected to the aft end of the rear LOX tank. RP-1 is stored in a single compartmentalized tank.
Like the LOX tanks, the RP-1 tank has check valves that control the flow direction of liquid and gas. Liquid RP-I is allowed to flow toward the rear of the tank and gaseous ullage is aIIowed to flow toward the front of the tank.
The RP-I system has a common feed, dump, drain and fill line for much of the vehicle length, with separate lines and valves at the tank and the aft end. The RP-1 vent system is connected to the front most compartment of the tank. Figure 4 . In addition, the analysis presented in Figure 4 does not account for thermal induced stresses within the tanks.
Chill and
Fill flow limits based on thermal induced stresses will be determined through LN: chill and fill tests. All of the tank end domes are assumed to contribute equally to the radiation heat transfer. In most areas, the fuselage is at a radius of more than 31 inches, making the present results conservative.
LO X TANK INSULATION AND BOIL-OFF ANALYSIS
Additional conservatism exists as only the forward LOX tank forward end dome contributes substantially to radiation heat transfer due to its proximity to the warmer RP-1 tank. The radiation resistance based on GFSSP simulation results indicate thattheLOXvent system iscapable ofexpelling 0.52lbm/sec ofhelium at-70Fwhilethetankpressure isat112 psi Themainvent/relief legiscapable ofpreventing overpressurization due to cryogeniclock-up. However,a two fault tolerancerequirement necessitates a secondary passive reliefwithin the system. Simulations suggest thata secondary relief valvewith a full flow ESEOD largerthan0.4" is sufficientto preventoverpressurization due to cryogenic lock-up even withtheexitorifice inplace.
RP-1 Vent System Performance
The RP-I vent system is made up of corrugated metal flex line and an identical 2.5" vent relief valve to that used in the LOX system.
The The results presented in Figure 10 are calculated assuming a single bulk liquid mass and single fluid properties.
In reality, LOX temperatures will vary in different sections of the tank. Therefore, results presented in Figure  10 only provide a general representation of the condition process.
The LOX tank system is divided into seven compartments. The ullage gas can move forward toward the tank vent through check valves at the top of each internal tank dome. These check valves will have associated pressure drops, causing each compartment to be conditioned to a slightly different pressure. The total pressure drop from the rearmost compartment to the front compartment is estimated to be~1 psi. In addition, the liquid head within the tank creates a pressure differential of~2.2 psi. Together, these pressure differentials may result in a total temperature variation of~3.2°R within the tank. The saturation pressure of LOX at 160°R is 12.9 psi. Therefore, the 5°R LOX temperature variation within the tank will be centered at 160°R, if the front compartment is conditioned to • 11.3 psi.
A final vent cycle must be commanded at the end of captive carry to achieve this condition immediately prior to tank pressurization to the engine run condition. The resulting LOX temperature range at the end of captive carry will be -160 + 2.5°R. The profiles presented in Figure  12 begin at initial X-34 roll out and connection to the L1011.
The RP-1 fill procedure begins at 1 hour along with power connection and initiation of the conditioned vehicle purge. LOX loading begins at 3 hours and L1011 takeoff occurs shortly after 4 hours. properties withinthemodel areintentionally made conservative toensure theactual system will meet the flowrequirements. TheRP-1tankpressure will varyfrom50psito 30 psi duringthe dumpprocedure.Figure15 presents aplotof simulated RP-1 mass flowrateasa function ofpressure differential between thetankand thedump system exit. In both cases, the dump procedure begins 10 seconds after the X-34 is dropped from the L1011. LOX dump takes -144 seconds and the RP-1 dump takes 117 seconds. There is a 4 second transition to account for valve operation etc. According to the simulated X-34 abort trajectory, the dump procedure will be complete by the time the X-34 vehicle descends to -7,500 ft. This simulation assumes 100% of the propellant mass must be dumped from the vehicle to be conservative. In reality some residuals (< 5%) will exist after dump. 
